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of the Japan Association for Language Teaching (JALT). 
It publishes articles and other material related to lan-
guage teaching, particularly in an Asian context. TLT 
also serves the important role of publicizing information 
about the organization and its many events.. As a 
nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting excellence in language learning, 
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in its many publications. 
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[JALT PRAXIS]  THE WRITERS’ WORKSHOP

investigate and apply to programs which begin in 
the fall (or even the following spring). 

Some of this reflection and collaboration can be 
turned into research and publication opportunities, 
the next set of goals. You could write up one of your 
more effective lessons as a ‘My Share’ style article (in 
TLT or another similar journal). Action research on 
how you teach is a part of reflective teaching, results 
may even be suitable for publication. If you have 
noticed a linguistic puzzle in your classroom that 
warrants further investigation (for example, Why 
do many of my students say, “What do you like, 
sports?”), design a study to investigate it. If you have 
read an interesting book over the break, or attended 
an engaging conference, why not write a review for 
TLT, OnCue or a SIG-sponsored publication? New 
memberships may offer additional opportunities for 
presenting and publishing. 

Before trying to implement any of the ideas 
or goals outlined above, it is important to keep 

in mind the mnemonic of SMART goals. To en-
sure success, your career goals should be Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-bound 
(Miller, 2012). 
Note: TLT is changing and we would like to get 
feedback from you. If you have any suggestions 
for how this column could be made more relevant 
and useful, or if you have an idea for a topic, please 
contact me at: jic.coordinator@gmail.com.

Reference
Miller, R. (2012). Smart goals and goal setting for career 

enhancement. The Language Teacher, 36(4). Retrieved 
from <http://jalt-publications.org/tlt/departments/
job-info-centre/articles/1661-smart-goals-and-goal-set-
ting-career-enhancement>
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W elcome to the first column of The Writ-
ers’ Workshop! The column itself will be 
managed by a team comprised of members 

of the Peer Support Group (PSG). This column will be 
written on a collaborative basis by the members of 
the PSG. All of the members of the PSG are volun-
teers, most of whom have experience in the writing 
and publishing process. As a group, the PSG has a 
wealth of experience which we intend to share even 

Introduction to The Writers’ Workshop!
more through this column. Publishing in academic 
journals is now, more than ever, essential for ca-
reer advancement among TEFL educators in Japan 
(Beaufait, Edwards, & Muller, 2013), and one of the 
most arduous and perplexing periods of an author’s 
writing career is at the outset. We at The Writers’ 
Workshop will expound on topics that provide advice 
and support for novice writers, experienced writers, 
or nearly anyone who is looking to write for academ-
ic purposes (for example, need to publish in Japan, 
etc.) as well as other types of writing. 

The Need to Publish in Japan
While many academic professionals around the 
world habitually aim to strike the right balance 
between research and teaching (Hohle & Teichler, 
2012), Japanese universities broadly require their 
teaching faculty to have published academic 
writing. In the report Quality assurance framework 
of higher education issued by Japan’s Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 
(MEXT, 2009), one of the qualifications for the po-
sitions of professor and associate professor is stated 
as one “who has research achievement” (p. 14-15). 
Japan is perceived as having a university system 
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founded upon a German model where professors’ 
roles are research-focused (Huang, 2007), with a 
lesser focus being given to the function of teaching 
students, and it may still be that “the great passion 
of the Japanese professor is to conduct research and 
publish interesting findings” (Arimoto, Cummings, 
Huang, & Shin, 2014, p. 22). With this in mind, a 
TEFL instructor’s best path for career advancement 
in Japan is the course of publishing writing.

There are also reasons outside of career 
advancement or job security why it might be 
smart to begin your publishing career now. You 
may just want to publicize your research to make 
it more available to your colleagues in your field 
or profession. Publishing can also have the result 
of building an open and accessible public profile, 
which can lead to receiving more funding for your 
research (Hundley, Simkhada, & Teijlingen, 2013). 
One study has shown that “early publication activity 
is strongly associated with subsequent productivity” 
(Clemente, 1973, p. 417), drawing a strong correla-
tion between those that begin publishing their work 
at an earlier point in their careers with their overall 
productivity measured over the span of their ca-
reers. In other words, the earlier that you can start 
your publishing career, the better!

How “The Writers’ Workshop” Can Help
Becoming a better researcher and writer will not 
only help develop yourself professionally, but will 
also benefit the institutions in which you work by 
ensuring that your students receive teaching based 
on sound, up-to-date pedagogy! That is the mission 
of this column: to assist you in becoming a better 
researcher and writer, and in the process help you 
to progress in your career professionally.

If you have just begun the writing process, you 
may have a myriad of questions regarding how to 
start. Should you conduct your own research, or 
should you co-author with someone else? What 
are the standards that you need to adhere to while 
conducting research? What journals are most 
appropriate for your work? Who is available to 
approach for help, and what are some publishing 
“pitfalls” that you should avoid? In each bi-monthly 
column of “The Writers’ Workshop,” a distinctive 
topic related to academic writing and the publish-
ing process will be presented. Potential “Work-
shop topics” could range from finding appropriate 
destinations for writing submissions, to the clear 
advantages the latest “academic reference manage-
ment” software offers the writers! The June Issue of 
“The Writers’ Workshop” will be the initial column 
that will offer practical advice on how authors’ can 

reform their writing and improve their chances of 
publication, so please don’t miss it!

Craig’s Story
I am a perfect example of the type of person who 
will benefit from this column. Before coming to Ja-
pan, I achieved a Masters in English Language from 
the University of Glasgow. This is where my love 
and fascination with the English language began as 
I studied in depth courses such as: Phonology and 
Phonetics, The History of Grammar, Old English, 
Semantics, Sociolinguistics, and, of course, Teach-
ing English as a Foreign Language.

In 2005, I arrived in Hiroshima to begin working 
for a large eikaiwa. After two years, I decided to 
return to Scotland to become a teacher in my home 
country. In the following two years, I completed a 
Post Graduate Certificate in Secondary Education 
(English), got married to my girlfriend, and became 
a fully qualified teacher filling the post of High 
School English teacher in a school in the Highlands 
of Scotland.

After 2 years, we decided to return to Hiroshima, 
and since then, I have worked in various full-time 
and part-time positions. I have worked in universi-
ties, high schools, junior high schools, elementary 
schools and day care centres. I have taught business 
English in companies, babies as young as a few 
months old, and travel English to elderly people.

In my opinion, my resume is well rounded with 
a lot of experience and relevant qualifications. 
However, I have never published. I did not need to 
write a thesis for my Masters or my Post Graduate 
Diploma. This may seem like a small hole in my 
resume, but in Japan, this is a huge crater. 

As many of you may know, Japanese culture tends 
to value adhering to regulation and procedure. I have 
received numerous rejection letters based solely on 
the fact that I have never published. A few institu-
tions have contacted me after reviewing my resume 
and have requested publications. I have replied and 
pleaded my case explaining the nature of my studies 
and my qualifications. This has always led to the 
same result. No publications, no interview.

At this current point in my career, it is clear I need 
to start publishing articles to progress, but the pub-
lishing process is a daunting minefield and I have no 
idea where to start. I have so many questions.

There are probably many teachers in the same 
boat as me. If you are one of them, and you share 
most of the questions I have raised in the previous 
paragraph, this column is here to assist.
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Introduction to the Editors
Craig Daly has been teaching English for seven 
years in Hiroshima. He holds a Master’s degree in 
English Language from the University of Glasgow 
and a Postgraduate Certificate in Education (Sec-
ondary English) from the University of Strathclyde. 
His research interests include use of the L1 in the 
L2 classroom and extensive listening.
Charles Moore is an International English Instruc-
tor at Saito Keiai Kindergarten in Osaka. He holds a 
Master’s degree in TESL from Concordia University. 
His research interests include extensive reading, 
extensive listening, and vocabulary acquisition 
strategies.

JALT Writers’ Peer Support Group
Another resource available to writers is the JALT 
Writers’ Peer Support Group, a team of writers and 
reviewers that collaboratively assist writers in de-
veloping their writing (Beaufait, Edwards, & Muller, 
2013). In the first few issues of The Writers’ Workshop, 
PSG Coordinator Loran Edwards and ICT Coordi-
nator Paul Beaufait are going to provide a retrospec-
tive overview of the JALT PSG group, giving readers 
a framework for the group’s formation, founding 
principles, and scope in helping writers prepare 
their writing for publication! This month’s piece will 
be focused on the group’s formation and founding 
principles regarding its mission to collaborate with 
writers to prepare their writing for publication.

The JALT Writers’ 
Peer Support Group: 
A Celebration of 
Collaboration—15 Years on
Paul A. Beaufait, with Andy Barfield, 
Wayne Johnson, Torkil Christensen, Wil-
ma Luth, & Loran Edwards

The Writers’ Peer Support Group (PSG) has 
been helping writers and teachers in Japan 
since 1999, and in its current form, manifests 

an evolving process model of multi-faceted collab-
oration.

Helping writers is always a tricky proposition, but 
with the PSG, the “helpees” (if I may) coming for-
ward have a wish to step outside the confines of 
grammar and embrace meaning and more gener-

ally current ways of writing. With the PSG there is 
a dialogue between peers that is stimulating and, 
certainly for me, thought provoking. It is good to 
see the PSG is still alive, and one could wish it was 
used more, and more readily by those in need. (T. 
Christensen, personal correspondence, 28 Feb-
ruary 2015).

What the PSG has endeavoured to avoid, even in 
recent collaborative endeavours with conference 
reviewing committees, is giving thumbs-down-or-up 
feedback on articles or proposals—as peer-reviewers 
might. Instead PSG peer-readers work with writers, 
not to grammar-check or proof-read for publication, 
but rather to improve the overall clarity, focus, and 
organization of their writing, and strive to encourage 
writers throughout the process to revise their papers 
to the point where they submit or resubmit them, or 
decide on new venues for publication.

A Group with a Mission: Collaboration 
Through Reflection
In 1999, an informal network of writers took on 
the challenge of responding to others’ writing for 
publication in The Language Teacher (TLT), named 
itself the PSG, and embraced “a set of [four] working 
principles” that the group had developed “in col-
laboration with the first [aspiring] writers” to work 
through the process with the PSG (Barfield, 2000).

The Peer Support Group . . . [evolved] in response 
to an institutional turn in the way TLT interacted 
with writers. With the introduction of an editorial 
advisory board and a blind peer review system for 
main articles, a different, more academically ori-
ented register of writing had started to become the 
new norm . . . From this perspective, the creation of 
the PSG can be seen as a counter-balance where we 
aimed to create a collaborative, rather than evalua-
tive, space in which writers might find peer support 
for developing their writing. . . .

The explosive growth of computer-mediated 
communication in the 1990s was a further import-
ant factor in enabling members of the Peer Support 
Group to communicate with each other, be directly 
accessible for would-be writers, and create portable 
online teacher development support. . . . 

[I]t is interesting to find that the four principles 
still hold for collaborative peer writer-reader re-
sponding: (a) enhance the writer’s confidence, (b) 
make specific comments in relation to the devel-
opment of the whole text, (c) focus on content and 
organisation, and (d) invite the writer to [let us] 
know which comments have or have not worked for 
them, and why. Clear as these principles are, a read-
er responder still faces the challenge of negotiating 
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them afresh each time they interact with a writer—
and with themselves in a reader—responding role. 
(A. Barfield, personal correspondence, 01 March 
2015)

To put those collaborative practices into perspec-
tive, it might suffice to say that they were similar to, 
yet less structured than schemes for “cooperative 
development” advocated by Edge (1992 & 2002), 
and yet more structured than “co-mentoring” in 
reflective writing praxis à la Bolton (2005, p. 71). As 
Luth and early collaborators put it, “The PSG is a 
group of teachers who understand the challenges 
of writing well and have experienced the benefits of 
collaborative work with sympathetic readers” (Luth, 
2001, Who is the PSG). 

Barfield, the very first PSG coordinator, recalled 
group inspiration drawn from Nelson’s publications 
(1990, 1996a, 1996b) and JALT appearances pro-
moting “the power of a non-evaluative approach to 
writing development” (A. Barfield, personal corre-
spondence, 01 March 2015). In the three years prior 
to conception of the PSG, a series of articles in the 
Teacher Education SIG newsletter had illuminated 
practices of teaching writing for fluency (Barfield, 
1996; Nelson, 1996a, 1996b), for instance postpon-
ing focus on “surface level features” (Nelson, 1996b, 
p. 6), and provided reflections on emergent practic-
es in collaborative writing for professional develop-
ment (Barfield, 1997; Beaufait, 1998a, 1998b; Kotori, 
1997). 

At about the same time, Johnson and Sower, who 
also became founding members of the PSG, took 
over the JALT Job Information Center (JIC) and 
began a series of co-authoring endeavours culmi-
nating in a piece entitled Networking, Employment, 
and Involvement ... (Sower & Johnson, 1999). In 
retrospect, it appears as if the JIC and TED profes-
sional development wires crossed, sparking a flame 
difficult to extinguish.

It was soon after this that the Peer Support Group 
was formed. I remember Jill Robbins asked me if I 
would be interested in helping out—I said “sure”. 
(W. Johnson, personal correspondence, 03 
March 2015).

Barfield explicitly recognized the collaborative 
nature of PSG work in an introductory article for 
TLT, noting, “This text is the collaborative reading 
and writing of Andy Barfield, Jim Goddard, Wayne 
Johnson, Wilma Luth, Jill Robbins, Sandra Smith, 
Craig Sower, and Malcolm Swanson” (p. 9). Luth, 
one of the first writers to engage with the PSG in 
that sort of principled collaboration on writing at 
a distance, went on to serve as PSG coordinator her-

self on two occasions. 
Even after moving on from Japan and the PSG, 

she has continued to promote reflective practices as 
a freelance teacher and teacher trainer in Canada. 
Currently preparing and editing a beginners’ guide 
to such practices (Luth, n.d.), she has turned to a 
publishing collaboratoire called The Round (http://
the-round.com/) for assistance, and received peer 
author feedback on a current draft (W. Luth, per-
sonal correspondence, 04 March 2015). 

Those principles and practices continue to guide 
the PSG in collaborating with others on their writ-
ing for professional development. As the current 
coordinator observed, “It doesn’t matter if you are 
working on your first paper or your twentieth, … 
having someone else read and review your work can 
always lead to valuable insights, which strengthens 
the paper in the end” (Edwards, 2013).

More information 
To find out more about the PSG and what it does, 
and learn how to become a peer-reader or how to 
submit a paper for feedback, please visit the JALT 
Publications PSG webpage: 

<http://jalt-publications.org/psg>
Feel free to choose “Peer Support Group” as the 

addressee in the contact form accessible from the 
top bar on any JALT Publications page to volunteer 
as a peer-reader or send inquiries about writing 
projects to the PSG Coordinator.

About the author
Paul Beaufait is the ICT Coordinator for the PSG. 
His career in language education spans three 
decades. He holds a Master’s degree in French and 
a certificate of accomplishment in TESL from the 
University of Montana, as well as a certificate in 
technology-based distributed learning from the 
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